In this paper, an efficient cost function for mode decision in H.264/AVC is proposed. The proposed cost function is based on integer transform coefficients, where the rate and the distortion are jointly modeled by the number of nonzero quantized coefficients, the sum of absolute integer transformed differences (SAITD) and sum of squared integer transformed differences (SSITD). Comparing to the high-complexity cost function, which should be calculated from real bit-consumption and true reconstructed distortion for each coding mode, the proposed efficient cost function can achieve 79.93% and 22.61% time savings of computing rate-distortion cost and overall encoding, respectively, while introducing only slight degradation with 1.05% bit-rate increment and 0.049dB PSNR drop.
INTRODUCTION
To optimize the performance of video coders, the rate-distortion (R-D) trade-off should be taken into account very carefully. The Lagrangian technique gives a general way in rate-distortion optimized mode decision by minimizing the rate-distortion cost for video encoding [1] . In H.264/AVC [2] , inter-modes include the partition of a macroblock into 16 16, 16 8, 8 16 , and P8 8 modes. In the P8 8 mode, each 8 8 block could be further divided into 8 8, 8 4, 4 8 , or 4 4 subblock mode. For intra prediction, 4 Intra_16 16 and 9 Intra_4 4 modes are used for predicting the content of a macroblock and a 4 4 block respectively, from the adjacent reconstructed pixels coded previously.
There are two optimization modes suggested in the H.264/AVC reference software [3] for mode decision: highcomplexity mode and low-complexity mode. The optimization with high-complexity cost (HC) requires calculations of real distortions and bit-consumptions for all candidate modes through forward/inverse transforms, forward/inverse quantization, reconstruction, and entropy coding. The low-complexity cost (LC) simply consists of the prediction error and the penalty of the coding mode. Mode decision by minimizing a certain cost function among coding options is very computationally demanding and is one of the bottlenecks of applications of H.264/AVC. Several fast mode decision algorithms [4] - [5] have been developed to significantly reduce this computationally intensive part in the encoder. However, with the highcomplexity cost, the rate-distortion computation is still a heavy computational load, even if fast decision algorithms are exploited since perfect prediction of a coding mode is a hard task and the computation of the costs of remaining modes are required. Unfortunately, with low-complexity cost, it introduces considerable degradation in the coding efficiency though it is much less complicated.
In this paper, we first analyze the rate and the distortion with respect to the transform coefficients. Thus, the cost function can be modeled by the coefficients with some simple operations. With predicted rate and distortion, the proposed method can reduce the complexity in calculating the cost to as low as that of the low-complexity cost, while maintaining the coding efficiency as high as the high-complexity one.
BRIEF REVIEW OF COST FUNCTIONS
To jointly consider the trade-off between the coding bit-rate and the distortion during encoding the pictures, the low-complexity cost function for mode decision suggested in the H.264/AVC reference software is bias
where SAD is the Sum of Absolute Differences, SATD is the Sum of Absolute (Hadamard) Transformed Differences, and "bias" is designed to favor the prediction mode that needs fewer bits [6] . The bias is a parameter representing bit usage times the Lagrange multiplier .
On the other hand, the H.264/AVC reference software also supports the high-complexity cost function, which should be minimized by computing the actual bit consumption R and the reconstruction distortion D (measured in sum of squared differences, SSD)
.
In the integer-pel motion search stage, the LC optimization with SAD is used while bias is the cost of motion information because the motion estimation is the major computational load of the encoder, especially when there are 7 block-sizes supported in H.264/AVC. When refining the motion vector obtained in integer-pel accuracy, the LC with SAD or SATD could be exploited in sub-pel accuracy motion search. When performing mode decision, the HC achieves the rate-distortion optimized mode selection, but it is inevitably complicated; while the LC approach does not achieve sufficient accuracy to fairly perform the ratedistortion trade-off, but it requires much less computational complexity.
ANALYSIS OF THE RATE-DISTORTION COST
Compared to the HC, the LC suggests that SAD or SATD represents the cost of quantized transform coefficients. However, in our experiments, the required bits for coefficients could be modeled by the weighted sum of number of nonzero quantized coefficients N nz and their l 1 -norm E QTC as: ,
where E QTC requires a real quantization process to calculate the sum of quantized levels. From experiments, E QTC can be replaced by the sum of absolute values of those transform coefficients which will not be quantized to zeros divided by the quantization step-size qs. As a result, the predicted bitconsumption of coefficients can be rewritten as qs
where
is the Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences of those which will not quantized to zeros, W(u, v) is the 4 4 integer transform coefficient, is the quantized coefficient, and
is the post scaling factor which is absorbed in the quantization process [7] . To avoid real quantization, the integer transform coefficient can be compared to a threshold to determine whether the coefficient will be quantized to zero:
where is the multiplication factor, )
, and ) ( floor k qbits f in which k = 6 and k = 3 for Inter and Intra blocks, respectively. According to (7) , when the following condition is satisfied, W(u, v) will be quantized to zero, Therefore, the rate and distortion contributed by the quantized transform coefficients mainly depend on three important parameters: N nz , SATD nz , and SSTD z .
DESIGNATION OF AN EFFICIENT METRIC
After the analysis of the rate and the distortion in the previous section, the cost of the quantized transform coefficients can be formed as . (16) where B HEADER is the number of coding bits of the side information including the macroblock or sub-macroblock type, motion information (reference index and motion vector data), delta QP, coded block pattern (CBP), etc. When (15) is exploited as the cost measure for mode decision, it requires performing integer transform of the residual block after prediction and accumulating values of N nz , SATD nz and SSTD z by checking whether the coefficient will be quantized to zero. To simply compute SATD nz and SSTD z , the integer transform coefficients could be grouped into three groups according to the position (u, v), i.e., postscaling factor: 1) G 1 , those with u and v are even; 2) G 2 , those with u and v are odd; and 3) G 3 , otherwise. As a result, the cost measure can be rewritten explicitly as 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the new cost function, we use it for the mode decision in H.264/AVC encoding. It should be noted that the additional complexity cannot increase too much to justify the better coding efficiency comparing to the LC. On the other hand, when comparing to the HC, we hope the new cost measure would not sacrifice too much coding performance, while the computational complexity can be significantly reduced. We use (17) mainly for the inter mode decision, and Fig. 1 shows that the predicted cost is very close to the actual cost.
In the simulations, the reference software is JM 8.2 and the test conditions are: 1) baseline profile, 2) Hadamard transform is used, 3) search range is 16, 4) number of reference frame is 1, and 5) fast motion estimation is enabled. In addition, a fast inter mode decision algorithm [4] is also integrated into the software. There are four measures to evaluate the performance: time saving of rate-distortion cost computation T RDCost [9] , % 100
time saving of total encoding T Total , % 100
average PSNR difference PSNR in dB over the whole range of bit-rates, and average bit-rate difference Bit-rate in % over the whole range of PSNR [10] .
From Tables 1 to 6 , it can be seen that the proposed cost function can reduce 79.93% computation time of calculating the rate-distortion cost, and 22.61% saving of total encoding time compared to the original H.264/AVC with the HC optimization. The performance degradation is insignificant since the bit-rate increment and the PSNR degradation are only 1.05% and 0.049dB, respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an efficient cost function for the mode decision in H.264/AVC. The rate and distortion for transform coefficients are first analyzed and the total cost is then modeled by the weighted sum of the number of nonzero quantized coefficients, and the absolute sum and the squared sum of those integer transform coefficients which will be quantized to nonzero levels and zeros, respectively. Based on the new metric, only simple operations are required after the integer transform, and it can achieve comparable performance with only 1.05% bitrate increment and 0.049dB PSNR degradation compared to the high-complexity cost function. Our proposed criterion can save about 79.93% time of computing rate-distortion cost, and about 22.61% overall encoding time. 
